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Abstract—This paper proposes an improved chaos-based

M-ary modulation system. It reproduces deterministic chaotic

dynamics to create M-ary non-coherent modulation. The pro-

posed modulation system transmits data using autonomous

chaotic sequences. It separates the chaotic dynamics through

the use of interleavers and realigns them through the use dein-

terleavers. The simulation results show that the improved

scheme overperforms its traditional counterpart. The degree

of improvement grows as the M-ary order is increased, with

a penalty of increased system complexity.

Keywords—chaos, M-ary modulation, non-coherent detection,

zigzag map.

1. Introduction

The use of chaotic systems in wireless communication is

a topic of interest in the field of chaos engineering [1].

Chaotic systems are generated based on the deterministic

rule and their signals are characterized by the following

properties: they are random-like, non-periodic, bounded,

sensitive to initial conditions, difficult in terms of predict-

ing future attitudes based on past perceptions, and wide-

band [2]. Over the past few decades, most researches

have been concentrating on these properties and have made

an effort to address the different topics related to chaos-

based communications [3]. For instance, the studies per-

formed explored spread-spectrum communication systems,

their modulation schemes, chaos-based coding, as well as

multiple-access schemes [4]. Chaos-based communication

systems are divided into two classes, as they are based

on coherent and non-coherent detection [5]. The coher-

ent category requires synchronization of the receiver, while

its non-coherent counterpart does not need synchroniza-

tion between the transmitter and receiver [6]. Several

types of research have focused on the non-coherent sys-

tem which does not use the base signals at the receiver [7],

assuming that chaotic sequences should be characterized

by unique features themselves. In this regard, non-coherent

detection is regarded as a special detection method that

relies on the principle of chaos [6]. It is worth noting

that optimal and differential chaos shift keying (DCSK) is

a part of the non-coherent system [8]. It has been es-

tablished that the M-ary communication system based on

chaos has not been widely researched, and this has been

linked to chaos in binary digital communication [9], [10].

There is a gap between traditional coding methods, such as

QAM, and the existing method of the chaotic system [11].

As documented by Arai et al. [12], the modulation algo-

rithm relies on separation and rearrangement of chaotic dy-

namics in order to achieve non-coherent, chaos-based com-

munication. This study proposes an improved M-ary mod-

ulation scheme capable of implying security and improving

the bit error rate through the use of zigzag mapping and

interleaving. The use of a zigzag map demonstrates ex-

cellent chaotic behaviors, adopted in truly random number

generators (TRNGs) [13].

2. M-ary Modulation Based on Chaos

The M-ary modulation transmits b data bits at the same

time, as it uses M = 2b different chaotic sequences. For

instance, one sequence for each 2b is used to express a b-

bit sequence. Current research generates M distinct se-

quences for separation of chaotic dynamics, as it adopts

a chaotic sequence. Additionally, the receiver recovers b
data bits, through the reconstruction of the original se-

quence, in line with the chaotic dynamics from the trans-

mitter. Therefore, the process of separating and rearrang-

ing the chaotic dynamics relies on the interleaver (intr m)

and deinterleaver (deint m), respectively, where m equals

0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , M − 1. At the transmitter and the receiver,

M-ary modulation prepares the M interleavers and deinter-

leavers. Each interleaver-deinterleaver pair is assigned to

one of the data bits through the M symbols. The transmit-

ter helps select an interleaver that aligns the data symbol

and helps order the separation of samples in the chaotic

sequence. The sequence is fed into all M deinterleavers

deinterleavers at the receiver. The original sequence is

reconstructed by applying the correct deinterleaver only.

Therefore, the receiver recovers b bits of data by taking

part in the analysis of the chaotic dynamics for every re-

constructed sequence.
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Fig. 1. Improved M-ary modulation structure.

Fig. 2. M-ary modulation scheme: (a) correct interleaver pair and deinterleaver and (b) incorrect interleaver and deinterleaver pair.

3. System Structure of Improved

M-Ary Modulation

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the proposed improved

M-ary modulation scheme. The scheme uses M interleavers

at the transmitter and M deinterleavers at the receiver. The

number of interleaver/deinterleaver pairs equals 2b, where

b is the number of data bits. In this figure, two bits are

transmitted, hence four pairs are used for data bits 00, 01,

10 and 11. These pairs are the core of separation and con-

struction of the chaotic dynamics, so the performance of

the system depends on their design. The decoding, per-

formed by the deinterleaver and analysis blocks at the de-

modulator, requires that the separation patterns of the inter-
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leavers at the transmitter be aligned with the constraint con-

ditions.

In this work, a random approach is used to allocate the

numbers to separation patterns of each interleaver/deinter-

leaver pair. It is worth remembering that no separation pat-

tern matched other patterns. Additionally, it is important

that patterns do not overlap each other. For instance, the

separated sequences when N = 8 and b = 2 are as follows:

• the original sequence: x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7,

• the interleaver (intr 0): x1, x7, x2, x0, x4, x3, x5, x6
for input data 00,

• the interleaver (intr 1): x4, x0, x4, x2, x7, x6, x1, x3
for input data 01,

• the interleaver (intr 2): x6, x7, x0, x2, x1, x3, x4, x5
for input data 10,

• the interleaver (intr 3): x3, x2, x0, x7, x4, x5, x1, x6
for input data 11.

3.1. The Interleaver and Deinterleaver Structures

In this section, more details about the operation of the inter-

leaver and deinterleaver algorithm will be given. Figure 2

illustrates reconstruction and separation of the chaotic se-

quence - processes that are performed by applying the in-

terleaver (intr) and deinterleaver (deint), respectively. In

this figure, two cases are examined: correct and incorrect

interleaver/deinterleaver pairs.

A zigzag chaotic map whose trajectory is shown in Fig. 3

is used for generating the chaotic sequence. When the trans-

mitted data bits equal 10, the interleaver (intr 2) is used for

separating the chaotic sequence at the transmitter, and only

the corresponding deinterleaver (deint 2) can reconstruct

the original sequence.

Figure 2a shows a correct pair, where the original chaotic

sequence is matched with the deinterleaved sequence.

Therefore, the entire xi sequence falls in the trajectory of

Fig. 3. Zigzag chaotic map.

the zigzag map. Conversely, an incorrect pair shown in

Fig. 2b tends to point to a sequence that does not fall in

the trajectory of the chaotic map (deint 1 is used instead of

deint 2). Hence, based on chaotic dynamics, it is possible

to reconstruct the sequence depending on whether it may

be differentiated or not.

These characteristics, i.e. the loss of chaotic dynamics fea-

tures, are noted for non-coherent communications based on

chaos. The characteristics provide the receiver with addi-

tional information to decode the data correctly.

3.2. The Transmitter Design

The transmitter consists of M interleavers and a chaotic sig-

nal generator, as indicated in Fig. 4. The chaotic sequence

is generated using a chaotic zigzag map. The zigzag map

is described by Eq. (1):

xn+1 =















1
1−a (xn +1) −1 ≤ xn ≤−a

− 1
a xn −a < xn ≤ a

1
1−a (xn −1) a < xn ≤ 1

, (1)

where n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , N − 1. N is the length of the

chaotic sequence and a indicates the value of xn at which

the minimum value of zigzag map trajectory occurs (due

symmetry to the symmetry of the zigzag map, −a would

correspond to the maximum). In this case, an arbitrary

interleaver (intr m) is selected, based on input data m. Sub-

sequently, the chaotic sequence is linked to the selected

(intr m), where the separation of the ordered samples takes

place, following the separation patterns of (intr m) applied

in separating the chaotic dynamics forming part of the se-

quence.

Fig. 4. Modulation system based on chaotic dynamics.

The chaotic sequence originally generated by the transmit-

ter is given in Eq. (2) while the sequence after interleaving

is given in Eq. (3):

S = x0, x1, . . . , xi, . . . , xN−1 , (2)

S = x0,m, x1,m, . . . , xi,m, . . . , xN−1,m , (3)
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Fig. 5. Demodulation system based on the chaotic dynamics.

where, x0 is the randomly selected initial value and xi,m
is the i-th sample interleaved by (intr m). In the transmis-

sion channel, the signal would be distorted and corrupted

by noise. In the current study, it is assumed that noise n(t)
in the channel is additive white with Gaussian probabil-

ity distribution. So, the received sequence is expressed as

R = r0, r1, . . . , rN−1 = Sm +n(t).

3.3. Detection Algorithm Receiver

The receiver encompasses the analysis unit of the chaotic

dynamics M deinterleavers, as shown in Fig. 5. Consid-

ering that the receiver is non-coherent, it helps memorize

the chaotic zigzag map applied at the transmitter. So, the

receiver is not aware of the initial value of the chaotic

sequence. In this sense, the receiver is incapable of re re-

producing the imitations of the base signals. Therefore, the

receiver feeds the sequence to all deinterleaver elements –

a step that is is followed by the separation of the sequence

orders using a deinterleaver (deint m). Equation (4) repre-

sents a deinterleaved sequence Rm:

Rm = r0,m, r1,m, . . . , ri,m, . . . rN−1,m , (4)

where ri,m represents the sample of the sequence deinter-

leaved by (deint m). Every element of the deinterleaved

sequence Rm becomes a part of the second unit, where the

chaotic dynamics pave the way for the analysis of each

sequence. This work applies a suboptimal detection algo-

rithm to perform the analysis of chaotic dynamics. The

algorithm is based on calculating the shortest distance be-

tween Nd-successive signal samples which are generated by

the zigzag map (Nd : 2, 3, . . . ), and outputs the sum of the

distances, achieving the minimum shortest distance within

the set of l, between i = 0 to N −Nd.

R′
i,m is the Nd-successive signal. We start with i of the

sequence deinterleaved by (deint m), where l represents the

straight lines in the Nd-dimensional space. The parameters

are given as:

R′
i,m = ri,m, ri+1,m, . . . , ri+Nd−1,m , (5)

l = 3 ·2Nd−2
. (6)

The calculation of the shortest distance requires finding

the closest point Pl between R′
i,m and the l-th line us-

ing the scalar product derived from the vector. Figure 6

shows the defined edges of the l-th line indicated by P′
l

and P′′
l , where Pl is the closest point and it is calculated

using:

Pl =
(

p(l)
0 , p(l)

1 , . . . , p(l)
Nd−1

)

= (Ul ·Vl)Ul +P′
l , (7)

where unit vectors Ul and Vl are:

Ul =
P′′

l −P′
l

||P′′
l −P′

l ||
, (8)

Vl = R′
i,m −P′

l . (9)

Fig. 6. Calculating the shortest distance.
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The distance is displayed as ∑Dm, and is calculated using

the sequence deinterleaved by (deint m) as:

∑Dm =
N−Nd

∑
i=0

min
∣

∣|Pl −R′
i,m|

∣

∣ . (10)

Subsequently, the receiver selects the lowest ∑Dm
from the captured ∑Dm values and data outputs. Con-

sidering the above description, the separating pattern of

each interleaver-deinterleaver pairs ideally assumes differ-

ent values. In this case, a single (correct) deinterleaver is

capable of reconstructing the original sequences, created at

the transmitter. Hence, the receiver outputs the symbol that

corresponds to (deint m), for reconstructing Rm.

4. Simulation Results

Performance of the improved M-ary system is evaluated

based on Matlab simulations. The simulation parameters

used are as follows: zigzag parameter a equals 0.55 and

the initial value of the sequence is chosen randomly at the

transmitter for each data transmitting point. In the simula-

tions, these parameters are assumed to be b = 2, 3 and 4,

M = 4, 8 and 16, and N = 32. Therefore, in calculating

the shortest distance, 4-dimensional space (Nd = 4) is con-

sidered. We repeated the simulation 104 times, evaluating

performance in terms of the bit error rate (BER).

Figures 7a-c show the BER performance of the improved

M-ary modulation versus the traditional M-ary modulation

versus the traditional M-ary modulation based on chaotic

dynamics for M = 4, 8 and 16, respectively. Based on

these figures, we can see that at BER= 10−3 the gains over

the traditional method, obtained when using the improved

method, at M = 4, 8 and 16, are 1.6, 1.7, and 1.4 dB, re-

spectively. Furthermore, the gain obtained at BER = 10−1

is equals 3, 2.8 and 3.2 dB, respectively. This gain is re-

ferred to as the increase in spreading factor of the chaotic

signal. In addition, the zigzag map is a truly random vari-

able and the chaotic signal is alternating between positive

and negative values.

Figure 8 shows the BERs vs. Eb/N0 for improved M-ary

at M = 4, 8 and 16. From this figure, we noticed that the

improvement in BER performance increases as M increases.

For example, at BER= 10−3, we recorded that the gain in

Eb/N0 for M = 16 over M = 4 equals 2 dB, and for M = 16
over M = 8 equals 0.6 dB.

The increased computational complexity in terms of the

number of multiplications required as M increases consti-

tutes one major challenge associated with the chaotic cod-

ing scheme. Based on the 6N ×M ×2Nd−2 relation, there

will be an increase in the number of multiplication op-

erations. The relation could be explained by referring to

Eqs. (7) and (10). Consistently with the two equations, the

quantity of multiplication operations within all equations is

equivalent to N. Therefore, the number of multiplications

Fig. 7. BER performance of improved and traditional M-ary

modulation: (a) M = 4, (b) M = 8, and (c) M = 16.

within the two equations is 2N and the operations would

be replicated for every straight line. Because the number of

straight lines is equivalent to 3×2Nd−2, the number of mul-

tiplication operations required would be 6N ×M × 2Nd−2.

The plot for the foregoing relation against N with M serv-

ing as the parameter is illustrated in Fig. 9. According

to the figure, and consistently with the verified relation,

it could be inferred that the number of multiplications re-
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Fig. 8. BER performance for improved versus the traditional

M-ary modulation: (a) M = 4, (b) M = 8, and (c) M = 16.

Fig. 9. Computational complexity of chaotic coding scheme with

M as parameter.

quired increases along with the increase in M. Notably, all

multiplications could be considered real.

5. Conclusions

This paper has proposed an improved M-ary modulation

scheme based on a zigzag map, through adoption of a non-

coherent communication system based on chaos. The suc-

cessive sequence of the chaotic signal is aligned to the

chaotic dynamics in order to address the problem of re-

construction and separation of the chaotic dynamics of the

sequence in question. Chaotic dynamics are relied upon as

supplementary information in the correct recovery of the

data sent. The improvement introduced by the proposed

scheme becomes even more prominent as the number of

interleaver/deinterleaver pairs used is increased.
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